
in this book, that a way-faring man-or need not err therein. But God did

not give it to us to explain all the mysteries of the universe. But we have a

revelation . Here I quite agree with him that the Hebrews didn't know a great

deal about science, btt there were many things the Hebrews knew nothing abotit
that we
id4&t know a great deal about, but this doesn't give us the learning of the

Hebrews, this gives us the words of the Hebrews, and we have to learn something

about k what the Hebrews meant by the word in order to understand what the word

means, but the thoughts that are contained in those words are the thoughts of the

creater of tie Universe who is showing us how to get out of this terribly desperate

situation that we find ourselves in, arti so we can trust Him, the word of the

creator of the universe and we can know that He gives us all the knowledge we

need to escape from our terrible situation, but we cannot expect that it will give

us the full understanding of all the principles of tie universe--it gives us where

it touches on it, it is true, and we can depend on anything that it clearly says

there, but when he says God created man, male and female created he them.

We can't just take that verse and say that God said Be there and He was. We

find ix in the next ig~that He says He formed man out of the dust of the earth,

and he breathed into his nostrils the breath of life. There are thousands of
aren't

facts, tremenduously important in the understanding of the universe, that e't

in this book at all, but whatever is in the Book, we can stand upon and depend
has been done

upon, and I think that a tremenduous harm/to the Christian Church all through

the ages by people trying to 4.e.phe decide what the Book doesn't tell us, and

then, making their decision, they let people think that that is what the Book says,

and naturally , when you prove some sc aspect wrong , you destroy faith in the

WrodWord of God. And so I think it is just as vital to find out what the Bible

doesn't say as to find out what it says. Now , you take even the first verse
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